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Let p be an odd prime. We give a complete classification of (-1)-connected p-local spectra X
such that Hi(X) is finitely generated over Z(p) for all j and Hi(X; Z /p)=0 for j>4p-5. 
Introduction 
In this paper we classify spectra X which are p-local, (-1)-connected, of finite 
type (i.e. all Hj(X) are finitely generated over 7/(p ), the integers localized at p) and 
whose mod p homology satisfies/-/j(X; Z/p)=0 if j > 4p-  5; p is always supposed 
to be an odd prime. This may be considered as a classification of p-local 
A 4p-5-polyhedra for large n and thus as an extension of the classification of A 2 
and A 3 polyhedra mainly done around 1950 by Whitehead [9], Chang [2] and 
others. 
The paper consists of two essentially independent parts. In the first part we reduce 
the homotopy classification problem to the classification of objects of a certain 
algebraic category ~' (Theorem 1), which in turn may be replaced by another 
category ~~ (Proposition 1). In Part II, we consider still other categories ~'m,n,r 
and classify their objects. This covers the category ~ as well as the categories of 
modules over the algebras k<x,y)/(xE, y 2) and k(x,y)/(xy, yx) (cf. [4,8]). The 
methods in Part II are essentially those of [8] suitably adapted to our problem. 
Interested algebraists can read Part II independently from Part I except hat they 
might have to consult he summary of Part I for some notation. Topologists might 
prefer to read the last section of Part II where we explicitly describe the indecom- 
posables in 5r~i? immediately after having read the summary of Part I. 
The main results of this paper are contained in my Ph.D. Thesis [5]. I would like 
to take this opportunity and thank my thesis advisor, Professor D. Puppe, for sup- 
porting me throughout my mathematical education. I would also like to thank Dr. 
K. Bongartz for drawing my attention to [8]. This resulted in the present proof of 
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the algebraic part of the classification which is more conceptual than the original 
proof given in [5]. 
Part I 
1. Statement of results 
Let ~ '~)  be the homotopy category of p-local, (-1)-connected CW-spectra X
with Hi(X) a finitely generated module over Z(p) for each j (i.e. H,(X) of finite 
type) and Hj(X; Z/p)=0 for j>k.  By dualizing the (left-) action of the mod p 
Steenrod algebra dp on H*(X; Z/p) we get a degree lowering (right-) action of odp 
on H,(X; Z/p). We want to classify spectra essentially by their homology and 
primary operations. Because these data do not distinguish the mapping cone of a 
generator a 2 e [Sip4p) - 5, S~p)] from C4p-4"  ~0 ~,( ) v O(p) we have to restrict ourselves at least to 
the category $~-5 .  For Xe  fg~/~p)-5 we can regard H.(X; Z/p) as a module 
over  R=Z/p(fl, P)/(flE, p2), the quotient of the free associative Z/p-algebra 
generated by elements fl of degree -1 and P of degree - (2p-2)  modulo the 
homogeneous ideal generated by tiff and PP. Of course, fl corresponds to the 
Bockstein and P to the first reduced power operation in alp. 
We use the notation UCSx for the universal coefficient sequence 
H,X@Z/p  O'r-O---~ H,(X; Z/p) B--B--,, H,_ IX , Z/p. 
Finally we need the following 
Definition. Let fg be the following category: 
- Objects are triples (M, N, S) with M a graded Z(p)-module of finite type, N a 
finite dimensional right R-module and S an exact sequence of graded Z/p vector 
spaces 
M®Z/pO>-O-O--)NB--B-~'M*Z/p with degB=- I  
such that fl is equal to NZ-Z-*M.Z/p>-~M--~M@Z/p> # ,N. 
-Morphisms from (M,N,S) to (M',N',S') are pairs (F,G)=(~z(p),#)z/p) of 
homomorphisms of graded groups such that G" N--) N'  is R-linear and F and G 
are compatible with respect o the sequences S and S'. 
The assignment 
X .--) (H.(X), H.(X; Z/p), UCSx) 
f ..-,(n.(f),H.(f; Z/p)) 
is obviously an (additive) functor. 
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We are now ready to state the main theorem of part one of this paper. 
Theorem 1. l f  X, ye~p) -S ,  then 
(a) [X, Y] u Hom~(UX, UY) is epic. 
(b) I f  (M ,N ,S)~ with Mj=O for j<O and Nj=O for j>4p-5 ,  then there is 
an Xe~I~p)-s  uch that UX~_(M,N,S). 
(c) I f  furthermore Xef~¢~P) -6, then there is a natural short exact sequence 
U 
Ext.(UXX, UY) )-~ IX, Y] ,, Hom.(UX, UY). 
We remark that ~' is not an abelian category but there is enough structure present 
to define Ext~ by extensions in ~. 
Corollary. I f  X, 4p 5 YeS't ip)-  , then 
X= Y ¢~ UX = UY. 
Proof. '= '  is true because U is a functor and '= '  follows from (a) and the 
Whitehead theorem. [] 
The corollary reduces the homotopy classification problem to an algebraic 
classification problem. To make the second part of the paper selfcontained we in- 
clude the replacement of ~ by a different algebraic ategory ~ in the first part. 
Definition. Let g be any field and R=~(fi, P)/(fi2,P 2) where fi and P are homo- 
geneous elements of arbitrary degree [fl[, [PI- Let ~r~ be the following category 
of Bockstein-filtered R-modules: 
- Objects are finite dimensional graded R-modules N with graded filtrations 
0 =B°NkCB1NkC ... cZ1NkCZ°Nk=Nk 
for all k and isomorphisms (for all r, k) 
fir" zr-1Nk /ZrNk "~ BrNk + [ill/Br- INk+ [13[ 
such that fil is induced by fl (in particular 
fiNk=fiZ°Nk=B1Nk+lBi, ZINk=ker(fi" Nk ~Nk+lpl)). 
- Morphisms are R module homomorphisms of degree 0 which respect he filtra- 
tions and are compatible with the fir'S. 
Direct sums make ,:q~'~ into an additive category. We have the following 
Proposition 1. For g,=E/p, Jill = -1, [PI = - (2p-  2) there is a canonicalfunctor 
V" ~ ~ ~¢ which induces a bijection of isomorphism classes of objects. 
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Remark. Furthermore the following is not hard to see. If X=(M,N,  S)e  ~, 
X'= (M', N', S ' )e  ~', then there is a short exact sequence 
V 
p.  Hom(M, M')  ~ Homg(X, X')  r, Hom~rx(N, N'). 
However, we will not prove this because we do not need it. 
This first part is organized as follows. In the first section we recall some well- 
known facts and give most of the necessary technical preparation for the proof of 
Theorem 1. Parts (a) and (b) of Theorem 1 are proved in Section 2. Section 3 con- 
tains the definition of Ext~ and the proof of Theorem l(c) and in Section 4 we 
prove Proposition 1. 
1.1. Let X be p-local. We denote by h the Hurewicz-homomorphism 
[S~p), X] = rc,(X) ~ nn(x)  
f ,-, f,(en) 
where e, is a fixed generator of Hn(Sn). The comparison theorem for homology 
theories tells us that if rt/(X)=O for j<k ,  then h is an isomorphism for 
n<2p-3  +k and an epimorphism for n<_2p-3 +k. From this we can easily 
conclude 
Proposition. Let XE~°-A~?pP) -3. Then X & a wedge of  Moore spectra, i.e. X= 
V2P03 M(Hj(X), j)  where M(G, n) is the connected spectrum such that 
I G if j=n,  Hj(M( G, n) ) = otherwise. 
Proof. Because Hi(X) is finitely generated over 2~(p), we have /-/j(X)_--(~)a Gad 
with cyclic 7/(p)-modules Ga, j. From H2p_2(X; 7//p)= 0 we conclude that H2p_3(X) 
is a free Z(p)-module. 
Now we pick generators g~j for Ga, j and represent them by maps S j f~'~ , X, i.e. 
(fa, j).(ej) = ga, j. If G~j is free we extend fa, j to sJ~p) = M(Go, j; j ) ,  and if Ga, j-- Z/p r 
we know from Hurewicz again that r-  = pfct, j=O, so f~,j extends to  SJUpre j+l 
M(Ga, j; j). We call these extensions fa, j. Then Va, jM(Ga, j; j )  V f,~i X induces an 
isomorphism in homology, so it is an equivalence. [] 
1.2. It is even easier to get a corresponding realization result. 
Proposition. Let (A, B, S) ~ ~ such that Bj = 0 for j < 0 and j > 2p-  3 and let 
X= VZPo3 M(Aj, j).  Then UX=_(A,B, S). 
Proof. For dimensional reasons B has a trivial P operation. The 1~ operation and 
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hence B (as an R-module) is determined by the split exact sequence S. So (A, B, S) 
is uniquely determined by A and the proposition follows. [] 
1.3. If X is p-local, then one sees as in [3, Prop. A6] that there is a homotopy 
equivalent spectrum )( such that for any e the inclusion i = ix, e of its p-local e 
skeleton X e satisfies 
(a) i,:Hk(Xe; 2r/p)~Hg(f(; Z/p)  is an isomorphism for k<_e; 
(b) Hk(Xe; Z /p)  = 0 for k > e. 
In the following we will always assume that X has been replaced by X. If further- 
more X>e is defined by the Puppe sequence of i 
i j g 
X e ~ X-- - -~ X>e ) z~,X e
then by using the p-local cellular chain complexes one checks easily that the follow- 
ing diagram is commutative: 
(c) 
j ,  
He+l (X>e)@~- /P  )He+l (X>e,~/p) '  = He+l (X ;~- /P )  
(7 
K ® , He(X)  • 
where K= ker(He(Xe)--'He(X)) , S is induced by 5 and a is the connecting homo- 
morphism corresponding to the short exact sequence (!) 
K Se(Xe)-" He(X). 
1.4. For the proof of Theorem 1 we need the following algebraic analogue of 1.3. 
Lemma. (a) Let V= (A, B, S )~ ~. Then fo r  any e there are up to isomorphism 
uniquely determined objects V e = (A', B', S'), V>e = (A", B", S") and morphisms 
i " J 
V e > V J--~ V>e ~ V e with deg g = -1 
such that 
(1) B'k ~-L-* Bk is an isomorphism for  k<e;  
(2) B'k = 0 fo r  k > e; 
(3) The sequences 
i g 
. . .~A"  ~A J-~A " ~A '~. . .  
i j g 
• .. -~ B" ~B ,B"  ~B '~ ... 
are exact; 
(4) The diagram 
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,, /1) O" J Ae+l(~77 ' Bet+l< _ ne+l 
a 
K(~7//p , Ae * Z/p 
commutes, where K= ker(A' e~A~), ~ is induced by ~ and a is the connecting 
homomorphism corresponding to the short exact sequence K >--* A'e--*Ae. 
(b) Let W= (C, D, T) ~ f~ and ¢ : V--, W be a morphism in ~. Then there are 
Oe : Ve"'~ We, ~>e : V>e ~ W>e such that 
6 i j 
V>e ' V e ' V ' V>e 
6 L j 
W>e 'W e ) W > W>e 
(,) 
commutes. 
(c) ¢ is uniquely determined by eke, O>e and the commutativity o f  (.). 
Proof. The detailed proof is tedious and lengthy but essentialy straightforward, so
we sketch it only. 
(a) We start with existence. Conditions (1)-(3) determine B', B", A ', A ", S', S", i, j, 
t I !  I S I !  " * ~ I I !  except A e, Ae+ 1 and the parts of S, , l,j, o which involve A e and Ae+ 1- We define 
A' e to be a free 7/(p)-module of minimal rank such that there is an epimorphism 
, i , t ~' OK.  Let Ae+ J " Ae------~A e. IfK=ker(Ae----*Ae), then we take Ae+ ! =Ae+ 1 1 >Ae+l  
I f  l ! and J 'Ae+ 1 -"*K>-'*A e be the canonical maps. Because A e has minimal rank, 
Ae®Z/p  i@~_/p ,AeQ~_/p  is isomorphic and this determines the missing part of 
H ~t t  H 
S'. So it remains to define Ae+ 1 (~;7/p  ~ Be+ l ~ O. On the direct summand 
Ze+ 1QT//p this is determined by requiring that j"  V--, V>e is a morphism. For the 
summand K®7/ /p  we take 
a -I s J - i t  
K®7//p 'Ae*~_/p-'--~Be+ 1 - - - - *Be+l ,  
where s is any section to B" Be+I~Ae*~- /P  • cr is an isomorphism because 
A'e®Y-/P i®2~/P'Ae®7//P is iso and A e is free. Then condition (4) is satisfied 
and the existence statement in part (a) is proved. 
tt  tt 
(b) Conditions (1)-(3) define Oe, ¢>e except A'  e--, C e and Ae+ 1 ~ Ce+ 1. For these 
cases we consider 
Jv 5v iv 
gl 
Ae+ 1 ) ' Ae+ 1 ' A'e * Ae 
J ' ' 1 
I I 
0 (1) 'la' (2) la (3) ¢, 
I I 
Jw ~ 5w ~ iw 
Ce+l) ' Cff+l 'C  e .C  e 
(I) 
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# # 
The i 's are epi and the j ' s  mono because of conditions (1)-(3). Furthermore Ae, Ce 
l t 
are free, because of Be+l=De+l = O. So there exists a such that (3) is commutative. 
a induces 
( z ' i  ) (Ce i ) a 'K=ker  e-----+ Ae ~ker  ' > Ce = L. 
K and L are free as submodules of free Z(p)-modules and thus we have 
Ae+l=-Ae+m@K, Ce'+l=Ce+l@L. So any a' of the form (0 ~ ~) makes (1) and (2) 
commutative. We define the missing parts of $e, $>e to be a and a', where ~ is still 
to be chosen suitably. Then it is trivial to check that ~e is a morphism in ~. For 
O>e the only non-trivial case which has to be checked is whether 
~ M 
_ . 1@27/p 'Be+ 1 (Ae+I@2;'/P)@(K@~-/P)=Ae+ -_ " 
~,, 
## 
_ ' De+l  
is commutative. This is trivial on the summand Ae+ 1 (~)7//p. For the summand K® 
Z/p one sees from condition (4) that the two homomorphisms from Ae+ l ® Z/p to 
Ce'+I®Z/P agree after projecting to L®Z/p. So we can choose y such that the 
diagram commutes. Hence ¢~>e is a morphism in 4, and by construction (,) 
commutes. 
(a) We return to the uniqueness statement of (a). We apply (b) to the case V= W 
and $ = idv. We only need to show that the maps a and a' constructed in the proof 
of (b) are isomorphisms. Well, a®idz/p is an isomorphism because 
A'e@Z/p iv®idz/P 'Ae(~Z/p and Ce®Z/p iw®idz/P'Ce@~_/p 
are iso (use (1)-(3) again!). Because A e and C e are free Z(p)-modules it follows that 
a and, by the 5-1emma, a '  are isomorphisms. 
(c) This follows at once from conditions (1)-(3) and diagram (I) in the proof of 
Co). 
This finishes the proof of the lemma. [] 
1.5. Another important ingredient in the proof of Theorem 1 is the knowledge of 
the groups [M(G, n), M(H, 0)] in an appropriate range of dimension, where G and 
H are cyclic Z(p)-modules. We list these groups in Table 1 (where t= min(r, s)). 
This is, of course, well known and can easily be derived from the basic result for 
H= G = 7/(p). 
Note that the restriction to n is such that for all mapping cones the Z/p homology 
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Table I 
G 7/(p) Z/p  r 
H 
77(t9) 11 = 0 ~. /pr  n = - 1 
Z(p) Z/p n=2p-3  Z/p n=2p-3 ,2p-4  
0 n < 4p-  5 otherwise 0 n < 4p-  6 otherwise 
Z/p s n=O Z/p t n= -1 ,0  
Z/p  s 7/ /p n= 2p-  3 ,2p-  2 Z/p n= 2p-  Z ,2p-4  
0 n<4p-5  otherwise Z/p@Z/p  n=2p-3  
0 n < 4p-  6 otherwise 
vanishes above dimension 4p-5 .  It is also here that it is crucial to assume p odd 
because [M(Z(2), 2), M(Z(2), 0)] = 7//2 ~ 0. 
1.6. From Table 1 and Proposition 1.1 we get easily 
v . -  ~2p-  3 then Corollary. I f  X, .=  (p)  , 
U 
[X, Y] , Homg(UX, UY) 
is epic. 
1.7. We also recall how nonzero elements in [M(G, n), M(H, 0)] can be detected by 
the action of P in the corresponding mapping cone. 
Let eneHn(Sn), ~n+leHn+l(SnUpren+l;7//p r) be fixed generators and de- 
note the canonical coefficient homomorphisms H,(X)~H, (X ;  7//p) by Q and 
H,(X; Z/pr)~H,(X;  Z/p) by Qr- The Bockstein H,(X;  7//pr)--*H,_l(S ) cor- 
responding to the exact sequence 7 /~ 7/-~ 7//pr will be denoted by fir- 
Now let H be any finitely generated 7/(p)-module and f be a map M(G, n)---, 
M(H, 0) with n > 0. Consider the Puppe sequence 
M(G,n) f---~M(H,O) i , c f  J-J--~M(G,n+ 1). 
Definition. (a) For G=ZCp) 
i .  1 ([j.l(Qe n + l)]P) • 
(b) For G = Z/p r define 
define x(f) e Hn_ zp+ 3(M(H, O); Z/p) by x(f) := 
by 
Xr( f )  e n n _ 2p+ 3(M( H, 0); 2Z/p) (~ an  . 2p+4(M(n ' 0); 7//p) 
Xr ( f )  := [ i . l  ( [ j . l  (Oflr~.n + E)lP ), i . l  ([j . l  (OrP.n + E)]P )l. 
Note that i ,  1 and j .1 exist, because i, and j ,  are isomorphisms in the corres- 
ponding dimensions. 
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x and K r are natural homomorphisms and x describes the mod-p-Hopf-invariant 
if n = 2p-  3 and H= 2~p). From this and Table 1 one deduces easily the following 
lemma for cyclic H by manipulating with the Puppe sequences which define the 
Moore spectra for G = Z/p  r or H= Z/ps. For general H one uses naturality. 
Lemma. (a) 
K " [S~p), M(H, 0)] ~ Hn_ 2p + 3 (M(H, 0); Z/p) 
is an isomorphism for  0 < n < 4p - 5. 
(b) K r " [S n Up,  e n+ 1, M(H,  0)] --~ H n _ 2p+ 3(g( H, 0); ~_/p) (~ H n_ 2p+4(M(H,  0); 7//17) 
is an isomorphbsm for  0 < n < 4p - 6. 
2. Proof of Theorem l(a) and (b) 
2.1. Proof of  Theorem 1 (a) 
Let 0 = (Oz~p~, OZ/p)'UX--" UY be a morphism in ~'. Consider the Puppe se- 
quences (cf. 1.3) 
t~ X 
X ' X> 2p-3 ' "~X2p-3 
I r I 
Ef r f"  I f "  I I I 
I I 
~r 
Y ' Y>2p-3 ' ,~Y2p-3 
S2p-  3 
Y2p-  3 
Their U-images in f¢ are as in Lemma 1.4(a). So by 1.4(b) ~ induces morphisms 
~2p-3" U(X2p_3)~ U(Y2p_3) and ¢~>2p-3" U(X>2p_3)~ U(Y>2p_3). By 1.6 these 
may be realized, i.e. there are maps 
f ' :X>2p-3 - ' *  Y>2p-3 with U( f ' )=O>2p-3 ,  
f"'~rX2p_ 3 ~rY2p_  3 with U(f") =Z'(~2p_3). 
Claim. f"t~ x = J rf' .  
Suppose this is proved, then f '  and f "  induce a map f :  X---, Y and by 1.4(c) we 
have U(f )= ~. It remains to prove the claim. 
From 1.1 we know 
2,o-2 
z~,X2p- 3 ~-- V 
v=l 
g (Hv( ,~,X2p-  3), 1)), 
4/9-5 
x>2p_3-- V g(Hv(X>2p_3), v  
v=2p-2 
and similar for .SY2p_ 3 and Y>2p-3. 
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Let Mv=M(Hv(X>zp_3),v) and Np-M(nl.t(,~,Y2p_3),~u ). It suffices to show that 
all components 
i v 6y f ' - f "6  x pr u 
Mv- - - '~  X>2p_ 3 ' XY2p_ 3 ' Na 
are null homotopic for 2p-  2_< v_  4p - 5 and 1 _< p _< 2p - 2. We distinguish the 
following cases: 
(1) v=p=2p-2 .  We know that H2p_3(Y2p_3) is free, so N2p_2=VaS{P) -2. 
Hence the claim follows from U( Jy f ' )=  U(f" Jx) .  
(2) All other cases. Here we decompose Hv(X>2p-3) in a direct sum of cyclic 
Z(p)-modules, Hv(X>2 p_ 3) -- ~a  Hv, a. Let inv, a : M(Hv, c~; v) ~ Mv ~ X> 2p_ 3 be the 
inclusion. By 1.7 it suffices to show 
or 
x(PruJ yf' in., a) = ~c(Pruf"Jxinv, a) 
x r (pruJ yf'inv, a) = tCr (pruf"Jxinv, a) 
if Hv, a :  ~_(p ) 
if Hv, a = 7/ /P r. 
For this we consider the following commutative diagram in which the horizontal 
lines are Puppe sequences: 
X>2p - 3 
] in~,a 
M(Hv, a; v) 
6x ix Jx 
) ~ 'X2p-  3 
Jxinv, a i(1) j(l) 
' '~X2p-  3 
Pruf" 
, ZX>zp_ 3 
Xinv, a] 
, XM(I-L, ; v) 
' XX  :l lnv, a 
C 1 
'G  
Pruf"J xinv, a i(2) j (2) 
M(Hv, a; v) , N u , XM(Hv, a; v) 
The diagram shows (if Hv, a = 7/(p)) 
x(Pruf"Jxinv, u) = (i(2)). 1 ([(j (2)).1 (Qev + I)]P) 
= (Pruf.) . ( ix)  * 1 ([( jx) .  1 (Xinv, a).(Qev + 1)]P) 
= (Pru).(X02 p-  3)z/p(ix).-1 ( [ ( jx) .  i (Xin~, ~).(Qev + 1)]P) 
= (Pru).(i r ) .  1 ([(2;0)z/v(jx). l (Xin~, ~).(oe~ +1)]P ). 
In the last equation we used that (xO)z/p is P-linear. 
For the other composition we use the following commutative diagram of Puppe 
sequences: 
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r>2p-3 
[ f'inv, a 
M(Hv,~; v) 
(~y jy 
~ "~ Y2p - 3 I Y= Ep _ 3 
27(f'in )l 
, ~M(H~,.; v) 
~rf , inv,  a i(3) j(3) 
~ ZY2p_3 
Prz l 
iy 
, ~ ,y  
C 3  r,,l 
,C4  
pr u~rf,inv, a i(4) j(4) 
M(Hv, a; v) , -rM(Hv, a; v) 
We get 
x(Prut~rf'inv, a) = (i(4)).l ([(j(a)).l (Pev + l)]P) 
= (pru),(i r ) ,  1 ([(j r ) ,  1 (2~f.inv. ~),(pe~ +1)]P) 
= (pru),(i y), 1 ([(j y), l  (2~ > 2p- 3)z/p(Zinv. a),(Qev + I)]P) 
= (Pru),(iy),l([(Z(P)z/p(jx),l(Zinv.a),(Qev + I)]P). 
The computations for K r (if nv, a=Z/ /p  r) are analogous. Hence Theorem l(a) is 
proved. [] 
2.2. Proof of Theorem 1 (b) 
Let V=(A, B, S) e ~ with Bj=O for j<0  and j>4p-5  be given. From 1.4 we 
get the sequence 
i j 
v2p-3 ,v  ' v>2p-3 ' v2p_3 
(A',B',S') (A", B", S") 
From 1.2 we get spectra 
and 
4p-5 
XI = V M(A~, v) 
v=2p-2 
with UX~ = V>2p_ 3 
2p-3 
X2 = M M(Av, v) with UX2= Vzp_3. 
v=0 
We will construct a map f :Z -~XI  ~X2 such that UCf= V. 
For 2p-3<v<_4p-6  let Mv=M(A~+I,V) and for 0_ /z_<2p-3  let Nj,= 
M(A' u, p). We construct he components My fv,~, Nl ' as follows: 
(1) v =p = 2p - 3. This is the only component which can contribute to Uf. By 1.6 
we can choose it such that Uf= $. 
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(2) The other components will be chosen such that H,(Cf;  7//p) gets the correct 
P-operation. To do this we decompose A~+ 1 in a direct sum of cyclic Z(p)-modules, 
Av+l=(~aHa,  v+ 1. Let pr u :X2- - *N  u and inv, a :M(Ha,~+I; v )~X-1X1 be the ob- 
vious maps and let ea, v + 1 be a generator of H~ + l (M(Ha, ~ + 1; v + 1)) if Ha, ~ + 1 = 77(p) 
and ea, v+2 be a generator of Hv+z(M(Ha, v+l,V+ 1); y /pr ) i f  Ha, v+1 =Z/P  r. From 
1.7 we get maps fa, v,u : M(Ha, ~ + 1 ; v) ~ N u such that 
x(fa, v,u) = (Pru)*(i~-/p) -1 ([(j~_/p)-i (Xinv, a).(oea, v + 1)IP) 
if Ha, ~ + 1 = 7/(p) or 
xr ( f  a, v,u) = (Pru),[(i~_/p)-l ([(Jz/p)- l (Xinv, a),(Qflre~, v + 2)]P), 
(i~_/p)-1 ([(Jzp)-1 (Xin~, a)*(~°r ca, ~ + 2)IP)I 
if Ha, v+ l =Z/P  r. 
Then let f~,u= k/afa,~, u. This finishes the construction of f.  
It is now easy to check that UCf-~ V. H ,  Cf and H,(Cf; Z/p)  have obviously the 
correct additive structure. H,(Cf; Y_/p) has the right P-operation; the universal 
coefficient sequences and the ,a-operation are correct except possibly in dimension 
2p-2 .  Correctness in dimension 2p-2  follows from comparing 1.3(c) and condi- 
tion (4) in Lemma 1.4(a). 
This finishes the proof of Theorem l(b). [] 
3. Extensions in ~. Proof of Theorem l(c) 
3.1. f¢ is obviously an additive category but it is easy to see that f¢ is not an abelian 
category. (The morphism ~ = U(p.ids~p) has no cokernel for example.) The next 
proposition will guarantee the existence of kernels and cokernels under additional 
hypotheses. First we need the following 
Definition. Let q~: V--) W be a morphism in ~'. Then ~ is called mono (epi) iff 
0z(p) and q~z/p are mono (epi). 
Remark. It is not hard to show that ~ is mono (epi) with respect o this definition 
iff it is mono (epi) in the sense of category theory. We will omit the proof of this 
fact because we do not use it. 
Proposition. I f  ~ is mono (epO, then ~ has a cokernel (kernel) and O is the kernel 
(cokernel) o f  its cokernel (kernel). 
Proof. We consider only the case that ~ is epi. The other case is treated analogously. 
If V= (A v, By, Sv) and W= (A w, Bw, Sw), then define A' and B' by the short exact 
sequences A'  ~ A v -'~ A w and B' ~ Bv-*  Bw. 
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Sv induces homomorphisms 
A'®Z/p  O--~B ' and B" ~--~A ' ,Z /p .  
d' B' 
I f the sequence S' : A'  ® Z/p ----* B' ----, A'  • 77/p is short exact, then X = (A ', B', S') 
• .-A' P~ is an object of ~ and is certainly a kernel of O. S' is short exact i f f ,  
A' e ' ,B '  b )A' p>... is an acyclic complex with Q"A ' - - *A '®Z/p  ~B' and 
b"B' J f l~A' ,77/p) - - ,A ' .  Because of V, We ~ one has a short exact sequence of 
complexes 
p ~' lbt 
,A '  ,A '  ,B '  ,A '  , . . .  
P Qv bv 
' Av  ' Av  ' Bv ' Av  ~"" 
P Qw bw 
'Aw 'Aw ' Bw 'Aw '"" 
where two complexes are acyclic. The long exact homology sequence shows that the 
third is acyclic, too. This proves the proposition. [] 
3.2. Because of 3.1 it makes sense to talk about short exact sequences in ~', and they 
are exactly what one would expect. 
A short exact sequence in ~' is a sequence V~ W ~u X in ~¢ such that 
CZ<p~ ~VZ(v ~ CZ/p ~VZ/p 
Av 'Aw 'Ax  and Bv ~Bw 'Bx  
are short exact. 
We define Extv(X, V) via congruence classes of extensions. 
Definition. (a) Let E" V --~o W ~U,Xand E'" VO-~ W'~-Y-~X be short exact. E and 
E' are called congruent if there is a commutative diagram 
¢ q/ 
V ~W 
¢' ~," 
V ,W'  
,X  
,X  
(b) Congruence is an equivalence relation. The set of equivalence classes is 
denoted by Extv(X, V). 
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Remark. Because of Proposition 3.1 pullbacks and pushouts exist in ~' provided one 
of the morphisms is epi or mono respectively. This implies that Extg is (as in the 
classical case) a bifunctor. Furthermore the Baer-sum of extensions turns 
Extg(X, V) into an abelian group and Extg into a group-valued functor, as in the 
classical case again (cf. [7, p. 68 ff]). 
3.3. After these preparations we come to the 
Proof of Theorem l(e). Because of Theorem l(a) we only have to construct an 
isomorphism 
e : Ker U~ Ext~(UZX, UY). 
Well, for f kerU  we define e(f) to be the short exact sequence UY U(Pf) 
UCf u(o/), UZX where X f ,  Y Pf, Cf Q-f, ZX is the Puppe sequence of f. e is 
analogous to Adams' e-invariant [1]. e is clearly a homomorphism. Let e(f)=0. 
Then there is a splitting R" UCf~ UY such that R o U(Pf)=idvr. Our hypothesis 
guarantees that Cfe~gtip4p~-5, so R can be realized by Theorem l(a), i.e. there is 
r" Cf--" Y with U(r)=R. It follows that roPf  is an automorphism a of Y and 
f=a- lr(pf) f=a- lrO=O. This shows that e is injective. 
To show that e is surjective, let E" UY ¢, V ~, UZX be short exact. By our 
hypothesis we know that (Bv)j =0 for j<0  or j>4p-5 ,  so by Theorem l(b) there 
is Ze  ~,~p4p-5 with UZ= V. Theorem l(a) provides a map g" Y~ Z with U(g)= 0. 
UZX and UCg are both cokernels of ~, so there is A'UCg=UZX with 
el =A o U(Pg). A can be realized by a map a'Cg ~ ZX which has to be an equi- 
valence. Let f=  (Qg)a-1. ZX  ~ ZY, then e(Z-1./') = E and hence e is surjective. [] 
4. Proof of Proposition 1 
V is defined as follows. It assigns to an object (M, N, S) ef¢ the R-module N. The 
filtration arises as the filtration of the E l-term of the Bockstein spectral sequence 
derived from the exact couple 
P 
M ,M 
N 
where 0 and b are the compositions M---~M®7//p ) 0, Nand NB--~M,7//p~--,M. 
The isomorphisms Pr are induced by the differentials 
dr" zr -  INk/Br- INk -=+ zr-  INk- I/Br- INk- I 
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(cf. [7]). More explicitly we have 
ZrNk = b-l(prMk-1), 
BrNk = O(Mk * 77 /pr), 
Z°°Nk=ZrNk if r>>O, 
B°°Nk=BrNk if r>>O, 
and dr and fir are induced by the additive relation Qp-(r- l)b. If 0 = (F, G) is a mor- 
phism in f~, then G respects obviously the filtrations and is compatible with the 
fir'S. This finishes the definition of V. 
We show now that V is surjective on objects. For objects (M, N, S)~ ~' one sees 
easily that dimz/p(BrNk/Br-lNk) and dim~_/p(Z°~Nk/B°ONk) are the numbers of 
summands of the form Z/p r and Z(p) in a decomposition of Mk in a direct sum 
of cyclic g(p)-modules, Mk = (~a Ha, k. Furthermore if z~, k generates H,~, k= Z(p), 
then xa, k:=OZ,~,keZ°°Nk-B=Nk and if z~,k generates H,~,k=Z/p r, then xa, k := 
OZa, keBrNk-Br- lNk.  The set of all these X,~,k'S is a basis ~ for Z°°Nk with the 
property that ~f'lBrNk is a basis for BrNk . We call this a good basis of Z°°Nk. 
Furthermore if xc,, k ~ Br Nk - Br- 1N k, then there is Ya.k+l ezr-lNk+l such that 
=pr-1 firYa, k+l=-x,~,kmodBr-lNg and bYct, k+l Z~,k. (*) 
The set of all xa, k, ya, k forms a basis of Ng, which we also call good. 
Now let Ne  ~~? be given. Pick a good basis of Z°~Nk. Then it is obvious how 
to define M k and 0 such that the picked good basis arises as the one described 
above. Now extend this good basis of Z=Nk to a basis of Nk as above and define 
b by equation (,). This defines an object (M,N,S) in f¢ and obviously 
V(M, N, S) =N. 
Now suppose we have (M, N, S), (M" N', S') e ~' and an isomorphism G" N~ N'  
in ~r~. Then G carries a good basis ~3 of Z°°N into a good basis ~3' of Z=N ", and 
an extension of ~3 to a good basis of N into an extension of ~ '  to a good basis of 
N'. From this it is immediate that there is an isomorphism F" M--*M', such that 
(F, G) is an isomorphism in 5. 
This proves the proposition. [] 
Part II 
We start with the definition of categories fg,,,,,,r and state the main theorem of 
this part. In the second section we comment on the proof of the main theorem. The 
proof proceeds essentially as in [8] (where ~(fi, P)/(fi2,p2)-modules were 
classified) and our main work is to indicate how to generalize his methods. 
Therefore we leave much of the details to the reader and give often only the main 
steps in the proof. In the last section we apply the main theorem to give a complete 
list of indecomposable objects in f#~,~(~)-5 and ~r~. 
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1. The categories ~m,n,r 
1.1. Let m, n be natural numbers, M= {1, ..., m}, N= {i, ..., •} (i.e. M and N are 
supposed to be disjoint) and r be a fixed point free involution on a subset 
KCMt3N.  Let g be a field. 
Definition. Let ~m,n,r be the following category: 
(a) An object is given by a graded finite dimensional g vector space A equipped 
with two filtrations by graded subspaces 
0 =F°cF  1 cF2C - . -  cF  rn =A,  0 =F°CF  i cF2c  --. CF  ~ =A 
and isomorphisms of graded vector spaces 
Ok" Fk /Fk -  1 ___, Fr(k)/F~(k)- 1, k ~ K 
which satisfy q~-l = ~rCk)" 
Let l q~k[ be the degree of ~Ok, i.e. the isomorphisms need not be degree preserv- 
ing. We will usually denote the object simply by A. 
(b) A morphism A f ,A '  is a homomorphism of degree 0 of the underlying 
graded vector spaces which preserves both filtrations and commutes with the q~'s 
after passing to the corresponding quotients. (It is implicitly contained in this 
definition that the degrees of the q~k's are the same for all objects in ~m,n,~, i.e. 
they are part of the structure of the category.) 
1.2. We illustrate this definition with the following examples. 
1.2.1. If N is an object of ~gt, then the Bockstein filtration of N is finite, i.e. 
ZrNk=Zr+lNk, BrNk=Br+lNk provided r is large, i.e. r>__ro=ro(N ).
We consider the following two filtrations on N: 
0 = B°NcB1NC ... CBr°NC Zr°NC ''" C Z INc  Z°N=N,  
OCIm PCKer  PCN.  
For the second filtration note that PP= O. As graded isomorphisms we have 
Br: z r - I /Z r  ~ Br/B r-l and N/Ker P~ ImP, 
induced by P. This makes it clear that N determines an object in the category 
fC2r0+ 1, 3, ~ where the definition of r is obvious. So the category will depend on the 
choice or r 0. If N and N'  are both in ~'~, then they may be considered as objects 
in ~2r0+1,3,~ with ro~>0. Clearly, N and N" are isomorphic in ~r~ if and only if 
they determine isomorphic objects in ~'2r0÷1,3,~" In fact we have a canonical 
isomorphism between ~'2r+1,3,~ and the full subcategory of ~ '~ whose objects N 
satisfy ro(N) < r. 
1.2.2. Consider the graded algebra R'=g(X,  Y) / (XY,  YX) where X and Y are 
homogeneous elements of arbitrary degree IX[, [Y[. 
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Let N be a graded R'-module. Then N comes equipped with the following 
filtrations: 
0C Im YCKer  XCN,  0CImXCKer  YCN,  
and isomorphisms: 
N/Ker X ~ Im X, N/Ker Y ~ Im Y 
induced by X and Y. 
So N determines an object in (~93,3, z where r :{1 ,3}U{ i ,3}~is  defined by 
r(3) = i, r(3)= 1. 
Again, two R'-modules N and N' are isomorphic if and only if they determine 
isomorphic objects in ~'3,3,r. 
Hence, we will also recover the classification of R'-modules (cf. [41). 
Remark. The categories ~m, n, r have not only the advantage of being more general 
than ~'~,  but they also make the statement and proof of the classification theorem 
easier, because the description by filtrations treats P and the Bockstein-filtration in 
the same way and is thus more symmetric. 
1.3. We proceed by describing those objects in fgm, n,r which will turn out to be in- 
decomposable with respect o direct sums. Note that direct sums render fgm,,, ~ into 
an additive category. 
We consider finite words C=;q . . .2  e whose letters '~i a re  ordered pairs 
(k2 i -  1, kEi) E M × N U N x M such that kEi - "~(k2i+ 1), 1 _< i < e. We denote the set of 
all such words by ~/~. Define C -1 to be ;te l'-- 2[ 1 where 27~ l = (kEi, kEi- 1)- Because 
f ! 
r is an involution we have C -1 ~ 9/'. If C=21 --- 2e and D=A 1 --. 2 e, are two words 
in ~f and k2e=r(k~), then 21 ""2e2'1 ""A'e' is also a word in ~,  which will be 
denoted by CD. If C = A I"'" 2e ~ ~ and kEe = z(kl), then we can form the cyclic per- 
muted words C(i)=Ai+l ... ).e21 . . .  2 i for O<_i<_e- 1. 
We will now define objects of the first kind. Let ~ C ~ be the set of those non- 
empty words C=,~I "'" '~e such that k I CK, k2e~K. Note that ~/q is closed under 
forming the inverse word. 
Definition 1.3.1. Let C = 21---2 e ~ ~1 and p be an integer. Then A(C, p) is defined 
as follows: 
(a) A=(~ e i--lt~Xi as graded vector spaces where the xi are homogeneous of 
degree Ix i[. 
(b) xi~(Fk2~-l-Fk2~-~-l)O(Fk2~-Fk2~-l), l <_i<_e. 
(c) Fk=(~xi~k~.ri  for all keMUN.  
(d) ¢)k2~_~Xi--Xi_l mot iF  ~(k2~-~)-1,  <i<_e. 
(e) [Xel= p and hence [xi l=P+ ~;:i+l [¢~k~j_,[- 
Note that (a) and (e) determine the grading, (b) and (c) the filtrations and (d) the 
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isomorphisms 0~k, keK completely. One may think of A(C,p) as a linear chain 
consisting of the one-dimensional ~ vector spaces g-re,..., ~1, which are connected 
by the isomorphisms q~k~_ 1, 1 < i < e. Also if I C l : = ~]~= 2 l~0k2s-i l, then obviously 
A (C-l, p + [ C ]) _=_ A (C, p). This suggests to introduce an equivalence relation 01 on 
~¢1 xT/which identifies (C,p) with (c - l ,p+ [C[). 
To define objects of the second kind we define °)/" 2C 9/" to be the set of all non- 
empty words C = 21--- 2e such that k2e = r(kl) and [ C ] + [q~kl [ = 0. Furthermore we 
assume that C is not a power D m of a word D. 
Definition 1.3.2. Let C= 21 "'" 2e U 0~'2, P be an integer and q~ be an automorphism 
of a finite dimensional g-vector space V. Then A(C,p, ~o) is defined as follows: 
- -  e V i (a) A -  (~i= 1 as graded vector spaces where each V i is homogeneous of 
degree [ vii and V i= V if one forgets the grading. 
(b) V i -  {0} C(F &i-l-Fk~-l- l)N(Fk2i-Fk2i-1), 1<_i<_e. 
(C) Fk=(~ViCF  k V i, keMUN.  
(d) For 1 <i<_e, ~Pk~_, induces the identity vi= V--* V= V i-I and Ok, induces 
the automorphism v l= V ~o V= V e. 
(e) [ve[ =p and hence IVi l=p+ E~=i+l [Oqk~_,[. 
As in the first case, these conditions determine the object completely and one may 
think of A(C,p, ~) as a closed chain consisting of the ~-vector spaces V i which are 
connected by the isomorphisms q~k2,-,, 1 <i<e. Also if C(i, j)=Ai...2j for l _ i<  
j_< e, then it is easy to see that 
A(C,p ,~o)~A(C( i ) ,p+ ]C(i,e)[,~q~a -1) for all aeAut (V)  
and 
A(C,p, tp)=A(C-l ,p+ [Ct, ~p-1). 
This suggests to define an equivalence relation 02 on 9/' 2 × 7/× {automorphisms of 
finite dimensional ~-vector spaces} generated by 
(C,p,~p)-(C(i),p+lC(i,e)],a~oa-l), a e Aut(V) 
and 
Icl, 0-1). 
Note that there is an inaccuracy on p. 21 in [8] where it is claimed that M(C, q~)=_ 
M(C -1, ~p) instead of M(C, ~p)= M(C -1, ~p-i ). 
1.4. We are now ready to state our main theorem. 
Theorem 2. (a) Let A be an object of  ~m, n, r" Then there are pairs (Ci, Pi), 1 < i< r, 
as in Definition 1.3.1, and triples (Cy, py, q~j), l< j<s ,  as in Definition 1.3.2 with 
indecomposable ~pj, such that 
r s 
A = (~ A(Ci, Pi)G (~ A(Cj, pj, ioj). 
i=1 j= l  
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(b) Tf 
r t s t 
A = (~ A(C[, p;)@ (~ A(Cj, pj, ~oj) 
i=1  j= l  
is a second decomposition as in (a), then r'= r, s' =s and, up to permutations, 
(Ci, Pi)-~,(C~,p[), l<i<r and (Cj, pj,~oj)-e2(Cj, pj,~oj), l< j<s ,  i.e. the decom- 
position is essentially unique. 
Corollary. The objects defined in 1.3 are indecomposable. 
The proof of the theorem will be given in the next section. 
2. Proof of Theorem 2 
2.1. As in [8] we base the proof on the following 
Lemma (cf. [8, Sect. 3]). Let I be an index set, o4[ and vt  i, i e L additive categories 
and Si : d i  ~ o44, F i : ~ -~ d i additive functors such that 
(a) FiSi=id~ ,, FjSi=O for i:/:j. 
(b) For each ME~¢4 there are only finitely many i with FiM=/:O. 
(c) I f  a : M~N is a morphism in Jig with Fi(a) an isomorphism for  all i eL  
then a is an isomorphism. 
(d) For each MEd¢ and iE I  there is a morphism Yi, M:S iF iM-~M such that 
Fi(Yi, M) is an isomorphism. 
Then each object in d¢ is uniquely decomposable in indecomposables. A com- 
plete list o f  the indecomposables o f ~44 is given by the objects Si(A ), where A eag i
is indecomposable. Finally Si(A)=Sj(B) if and only if i=j  and A-~B in v¢ i. 
The proof is as in [8]. The basic observation is that by (b) and (d) there is a mor- 
phism (~ielSiFiM--*M which by (a), (c) and (d) is an isomorphism. We remark 
that the assumption that d i and J¢  are abelian categories (cf. [8]) is not needed. 
We will apply this lemma to the category oa' = f~m,n,r which indeed is not 
abelian for general m, n, r. As in [8] we begin with the construction of functors 
Si :~n~i-~ $m,,,~ and F i :$m,n ,~¢ i  where the index set ! is too big to satisfy (a). 
Later on we will select an appropriate subset of L 
2.2. In this section we construct he functors Si. 
If C,(kk') ,D are words in ~t' such that C-l(k, k ' )D~ 0¢1, let dC,(k,k,), o be the 
category of finite dimensional graded g-vector spaces, also denoted by ~g~. Define 
Sc,(e,k')D : VdC,(k,k'XD -'* ~m,n,r by 
Sc,(k,k,),D((~, p)) = A(C- l  (k, k')D, p - I (k ,  k')D l) 
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where (~, p) is the graded one-dimensional vector space concentrated in dimension 
p. This definition forces the basis element of Definition 1.3.1 which corresponds to 
the letter (k, k') to have degree p. 
Similarly if C e ~2,  let M c be the category of degree preserving automorphisms 
of finite dimensional graded vector spaces over ~ and define Sc(tp)= A(C, p, tp) if tp 
is an automorphism of a vector space V which is concentrated in dimension p. 
2.3. Next we define the functors F i. If C= (kl, k2)--" (k2e-l, k2e) is a word in 
such that k~ ~K, then define for any graded subspace U of an object A e ~m,n,r 
CU : = ¢kl ePk3 "'" ¢k~_, U. 
Here we interpret Ck~_~ as an additive relation on A (with domain F k2i-' and in- 
determinacy F r(k2'- ~)- ~). (Pk~"" ¢k~_ ~ denotes the product of these relations. 
If C is the empty word, then define CU= U. 
Now if C- l (k ,  k ' )De  ~1,  define FC,(k,k,),D : ~m,n,r  --'> J~C,(k,k'),D by 
Fc, (k, k'), z) A = CF]q A ( '1DFk~A/(CF kl - IA  ['~ DFt~A ) 
+ (CFt 'A f'lDFk~ - 1A) 
where k 1 is the first letter in c - l (k ,  k ' )D  if this is regarded as a word with letters 
in MUN.  Similarly kEe is the last letter in C- l (k ,  k')D. In particular, if C or D is 
empty, then k I = k or  k2e = k'. If C and D are non-empty, then k and k' are, of 
course, determined by C and D. We will also use the following notation: 
Fc, (k, k'), D : CFk~ f'l DFg~ /( CF k~ - 1 fq DFk~ ) + ( CFkt CI DF  k~- 1 ). 
For later purposes we remark that there is a canonical isomorphism 
Fc, (k, k'), D -~ ( DFk~ + CFk' - 1 ) CI cFk'  / (DF k~ - 1 + CF k, - 1 ) N CF k' 
=: (C, (k, k ') ,D)+/(C, (k, k ' ) ,D) - .  
If Ceg/" 2, then the words C" exist for all n>O. Let C'A=U,  cno and 
C"A = ~n CnA. 
It is easy to see that Ck, "'" ¢k~_, induces an isomorphism tpc, A of degree 0 on 
C"A/C 'A  (cf. [8, Sect. 2]). 
Define Fc(A)  := tPc, A := (C"A/C 'A ,  tpc, A). 
2.4. In this section we define a filtration on objects of fCm, n,r- 
Let 9" be the collection of all functors fgm,,~  @t. Define a partial ordering on 
9" by declaring: F<__ Gc, FA C GA for all A. 
We consider the following subset o)~ of 9". Its elements are the functors of the 
form 
(C, (k, k'), D) -  := (DF k~- 1 + CFk~- 1) f.) CFk,, 
(C, (k, kt), D) + := (DF k~ + CF k' - 1 ) [,.) cFk~ 
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with C-l(k,k')De~l'! and keM, or C',C" with C--(kl, k2)---(k2e_l,k2e)E~ 2 
and r(k~) e M. So by taking appropriate quotients of these functors one gets func- 
tors as in 2.3. 
As in [8, Sect. 3] we have the following 
Lemma. (a) The ordering on ~ & total. 
(b) All the intervals [(C,(k, k'),D)-,(C,(k, k') ,D) +] with 
keM and [C', C"] with Ce ~t 2, r (k l )eM avoid each other. 
C-l(k, k')De ~t 1, 
(Our usage of 'intervals' and 'avoid' is as in [8, Sect. 3].) We call these intervals 
the elementary intervals. 
2.4.1. Before we start with the proof we list a few trivial observations which will 
be also useful later on. 
If CI = (kl, k2) --- (k2r-1, kEr) and C2 = (Jl,J2) "'" (J2s-l,JEs) are words in ~t and if 
ko=Z(kl) , jo=z( j l )  (i.e. kl,jl ~K), then 
(1) CIFkEr-~A = CIA.  
(2) CIF k2~-'- 1A = C10. 
(3) If 1 <_t<r, then Cl(1,t)F k2'-I =Cl (1 , t+ 1)0. 
(4) If ki =Ji for 0_< i< q_< min(2r, 2s) and kq <jq (in particular we suppose k0 and 
Jo are both in M or both in N), then q is even, say q = 2t and 
C 1Fk~C C l (1, t)Fk:'C C2(1, t)F j:'- 1 
I = C2 Fj2s-1 if t= s, 
CC2(1, t+ 1)0CC2 Fj2s-1 if t<s. 
Under the hypothesis in (4) we define koC 1 < joC2 . One may restate (4) by saying 
koCl < joC2 implies C1Fk~C 2 Fj~- 1. 
Note that < defines a partial ordering. If the words C1, C2 are restricted to the 
set of those words C= (kl, k2)"'" (k2r_ I, k2r) with k 0 = z(kl)e M, then we always 
have koC 1 < joC2, joC2 < koCl, or ko =Jo and C1 = CEE or C2 = C1E where E may be 
the empty word in ~.  If furthermore k2r, k2s~K, then E must be the empty word 
because otherwise C2E and C1E are not defined. 
2.4.2. After these preparations we start the 
Proof of the lemma. (a) follows from (b), so we prove Co). We distinguish the 
following cases: 
(1) Both intervals are of the form [(C, (k, k'), D)-, (C, (k, k'), D)+]. So suppose 
we have two different words C~I(k,k')DI,C;I(j,j')D2 in ~1 with keM and 
jaM. Then kClq:jC2 or k'Dlq=j'D 2. If kC1~jC2, then either kC1 <jC2 or 
jC2< kC1, and it follows from 2.4.1(4) that the two intervals avoid each other. 
Similarly if kC1 =jC2. Then k'D1 ~j'D2 and either k'Dl <J'D2 or j'D2 < k'Dl and 
we apply (4) again. 
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(2) Suppose C-  1 (k, k')D ~ ~t" 1 with k e M and E = (Jl, J2) "'" (J2s- 1, J2s) e ~2 with 
r(j l) eM.  If n is large, then either r( j l )E n < kC or r( j l )E n > kC. If r( j l)E n < kC, 
then by 2.4.1 E"ACE~FJ2"AcCFk~-IA if kl is the first letter in C- lk .  If 
r ( j l )En>kC,  then by 2.4.1 again CFk~ACEnFJ2"-IA=EnE(1,1)OCE'A. So in 
both cases [(C, (k, k'), D)-, (C, (k, k'), D) + ] and [E', E"] avoid each other. 
(3) Finally we consider the case that both intervals are of the form [C', C"]. So 
let C= (kl, k2) "" (k2r- 1, k2r), 19 = (Jl,J2) "'" (J2s- 1,J2s) ~ ~¢2 and r(kl), r(j l) e M. Let 
C=/=D. Because C and D are not periodic we must have Cn< D m or Din< C n if 
n, m>>0. Suppose w.l.o.g. C n < D ra. Then 
C"A C CnFk~A CDmF j2`- 1 =DmD(1, 1)0 C D'A. 
So [C; C"] and [D', D"] avoid each other. 
This finishes the proof of the lemma. [] 
The lemma provides us with a filtration for objects A e ~m,n,r, given by FA for 
Fe . 
2.5. The proofs of the following statements are easy modifications of the correspond- 
ing statements in [8], so we omit them. 
(1) Let Ee~l .  Then all the functors FC,(k,k'),D with C- I (k ,k ' )D=E or 
C-  1 (k, k')D = E -  1 are canonically isomorphic. 
(2) Let C e ~2- Then the functors F c and Fc~o are all canonically isomorphic. 
Furthermore if FcA = (p, then Fc-~A = ~-1. 
(Note that Fc-~A is in general only conjugate to q~-l.) 
2.6. The following results are proved essentially as in [8, Sect. 4]. 
Lemma. Let A = A (E, p) with E ~ ~fl. Let xl, . . . ,  Xe be the basis o f  A described in 
Definition 1.3.1. :Let C - I (k ,k ' )D=E and C be o f  length i -1 .  Then ~ri embeds 
naturally into Fc,(k 'k,),D(A). 
As in [8] we derive the following 
Corollary. Let E, A, Xl,..., Xe, be as in the lemma. Then 
(a) FC,(k,k,),D(A) =¢aci, i f  c - l (k ,  k ' )D=E and C has length i -  1. 
(b) FC,(k,k,),D(A) =0 i f  C- l (k,  k ' )D~E and C- l (k,  k')D:/=E -1. 
(c) I f  Ce~2,  then Fc(A)=O. 
Finally we also have the following 
Proposition. For every A ~ fCm,,,r there is a morphism 
Yc, (k, k'), D; A : Sc, (k, k'~ DFc, (k, k'), DA ~A 
such that Fc,(k,k,~D(YC,(k,k,),D;.4) is an isomorphism. 
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2.7. In this section we generalize [8, Sect. 5]. As there we start with the following 
Lemma. Let C ~ 9¢ 2 have length e. Then the words 
C= C(o ), C(I), ..., C(e- I), C(~, ..., C~e I_ I) 
are pairwise different. 
Proof. If C= Cq) for some i~e0, then C is periodic, so C~ ~2. So suppose C= C<7) 1
for some i. If C=A1 ""Ae, then C(7)1 =2~ -1 ---A]-12el ...Affl+l ). If i is odd, say i= 
2 j+ 1, then Aj+ 1 = 2f+11, which is absurd. Thus i is even, say i=2j. But then 2jAj+l = 
2j~l;U -I, i.e. 
(k2j- 1, k2j)(k2j+ 1, k2 j+2)  = (k2j+ 2, k2j+ 1)(k2j, k2j-1). 
In particular kzj+l =r(k2j) and k2j+l =k2j, so r has a fixed point, another con- 
tradiction. [] 
Now recall the partial ordering < introduced in 2.4.1. This is a total ordering if 
restricted to a set of words D = (kl, k2) "-- (k2r- 1, k2r) which all have the same length 
and satisfy k 0 = r(kl) e M. 
Call C = (k 1, k2)  "'" (k2r_ 1, k2r) E ~'2 minimal, i f  k o = r(kl) e M and k0 C < k2i C(i ) 
whenever k2i ~ M,  and k0 C < k2i+ 1 C(7) I whenever kEi+ 1 e M. The lemma shows that 
for any C ¢ ~2 there is a (unique) cyclic permutation of C or C-  1 which is minimal. 
Then we have as in [8], 
Lemma. Let C e ~¢2 be minimal and ~o be an automorphism of  a graded vector 
space. Let A =A(C,p,~o) with peZ.  Then C0=0.  
Proof. By definition A = (~)e= 1 Vi" Call an element of A homogeneous if it belongs 
to some V i. Call a subspace U of A homogeneous if U can be generated by homo- 
geneous elements. Then it is easily seen that DU is also homogeneous for any D 
(actually this is already used in 2.6). 
We first show that if xe  V i for some i and xeDO with D = (kl, k2)  "'" (k2r- 1, k2r), 
kl e K, then there are homogeneous elements Xio =x, ..., xir=O such that xij_, =-- 
(])k2j_lXij, 1 <j<r .  
The proof is by induction on the length of D. If D is empty there is nothing to 
be shown. Otherwise write D=(kl ,  k2)D" and pick yeD'O such that (/)k~y-x. If 
, = _ Frtk~)- 1, xeF  ~k')-I then we can take y xi,=O and we are done. If xeF  rtk') 
then decompose y in its homogeneous components, y= ~e= 1Yi. Because D'0 is 
homogeneous, each Yi is in D'0. Take xil to be the component in V i -  i or V i+l  
(with V ° "= V e and V e+l := V 1) depending on whether ¢k~ induces an isomor- 
phism V i+l ~ V i or V i -1~ V i. Then apply the induction hypothesis to xi,. 
Now we turn to the actual proof of the lemma. So suppose x e CO. We have to 
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show x = 0. Because C0 is homogeneous we may suppose x e CO f) V i for some i. 
First consider the case i=e. Then there are homogeneous elements Xio = 
X,...,Xie=O and xij_~--qbk2~_~xij if C=(kl ,  k2)'"(k2e-l,k2e). Because the xij are all 
homogeneous we have xij ~ V "~ and since ¢k2~_, induces an isomorphism Vj ---, V j - l ,  
we see that all xij-O. Note that we did not use that C is minimal. If i<e, then we 
consider C(i) and CiT_ 11). One of them begins with a letter in M and then C < C(i ) or 
C< -1 C(i_ 1) as the case may be. We assume w.l.o.g. C< C(i). Because C and C(i ) 
are in ~2 it follows C(1, e -  1) < C(i)(1, e -  1) and hence by 2.4.1, 
CO = C(1, e -  1)F k~-~- 1A C C(1, e -  1)Fk~-~A C C(i)(1, e -  1)F k~'-2- 1A = C(i)O. 
Then the first case shows C(i)ON Vi=O, so we get CON v i=o and the lemma is 
proved. [] 
The following two results can now be proved as in [8]. 
Corollary. Let A =A(C,p,@) with Ce  ~2, peZ and tp an automorphism of  a 
vector space V. Then 
(a) FDA = ( V i, rp) i f  D = C(i) for  some i. 
(b) FD A = 0 i f  D ~ 91" 2 is neither o f  the form C(i) nor o f  the form C(~-) I. 
(c) FD,(k,k,),EA =0 if  D- l (k,  k ' )E~ ~1. 
Finally we have 
Proposition. For every object A e~m,n,r and C e 9¢ 2 there is a morphism 
YC, M : ScFc A ~ A such that Fc(Yc, M) is an isomorphism. 
2.8. In this section we prove the following 
Proposition (cf. [8, Sect. 6]). The elementary intervals cover o)~, i.e. i f  A ~ ~'m,~,~ 
and O=/:xeA, then there is an elementary interval [F,G] such that xEG(A),  
x~F(A) .  
We consider infinite words D=~. IA  2 --- with letters A i eMxNUNxM such that 
each finite part D(1, n) := 21"" 2n is in ~.  Let ~o, be the set of these words such 
that A 1 =(kl ,  k2) and klEK. Let ~¢~t be the subset of o)¢~* such that V(kl)EM. 
If C~ ~¢2 has length m, then C defines a word C°*e ~'~ by C~*(1, km):= C k. 
Such words are called infinite periodic. 
For De  ~*  let D'A=LJnD(1, n)O, D"A=~nD(1 ,  n)A. So if Ce  ~¢2, then 
C'A = c"A = 
Then we have the following. 
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Lemma. I f  A e ~m,n,r, O=/:xeA, then there is either C= (kl, k 2) "'" (kze- 1, kEe) e 
with kl~K, ko:=r(kl)~M, x~CFk~A, x~CF~C~-~A, k2eC~K, or there is De~l'~ 
such that x e D"A, x ~ D'A. 
(We allow C to be empty. In this case the statement should be read as follows: there 
is koeM-K  such that xeFk°A, x¢Fk°-lA.) 
Proof. The proof is analogous to the one given in [8, Sect. 6]. [] 
The next step is the following. 
Lemma. Let De  ~¢~ and D'A =/=D"A. Then D is infinite periodic. 
Proof. The first part is essentially as in [8, Sect. 6], i.e. if D'A =/:D"A, then D = 
D(1,n)C °° with Ce  ~2- We omit it again. 
Now suppose that n is minimal. We want to show n -  0. If n >0, let D(1, n)= 
/~1 "'" /~n and C=pl  ""/am. Minimality implies 2~#:/Zrn. 
If v = (j, j ' )  is a letter such that vC ~ o)~ and j e K, then we have for all j an isomor- 
phism induced by ~j: 
vCkA =_ CkA NFJA/CkA NF j- 1A/CkONFJA/ckONFJ- 1A. 
vCkO 
It follows easily that 
dim CkA/C*O >_ dim vCkA/vCkO 
vCe 
> dim An CkA/An CkO + dim ILl m CkA/flrn cko. 
Now lumC~=Cim_l) and hence by 2.5, AnCkA =~,CkO if k is large, which con- 
tradicts D'A #: D"A. [] 
Now the proof of the proposition is as in [8]. [] 
2.9. We are now in the position to finish the proof of the classification theorem. 
By 2.6 and 2.7 the functors Fi, Si constructed in 2.2 and 2.3 satisfy (d) in Lemma 
2.1 as well as the first part of condition (a), but not the second part. In order to 
guarantee the second part we pick a subset of these functors, namely the functors 
Sc, F c, with Ce  ~'2 minimal and S(k,k')D,F(k,k'),D where the words (k, k ')De 91" 1 
run through a subset of ~1 which contains for each E e ~/'1 exactly one of the 
words E and E -I. Then (a) and (d) of Lemma 2.1 are satisfied. (b) follows from 
2.4. The choice of our index set and 2.5 and 2.8 imply (c). 
Thus we may apply the lemma and the classification theorem is proved. [] 
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3. lndecomposables in ~4pp)-5 and ~:~ 
By Part I, the functor Vo U induces a bijection between isomorphism classes of 
objects in ~pp) -5  and of objects N in ~~ which satisfy Nk=0 for k<0 or 
k>4p-5 .  (Here g=Y_/p, I f l [=- l ,  [P l=- (2p-2) . )  Since VoU is an additive 
functor, it also identifies indecomposables. 
Furthermore the classification theorem in ~m,,,~ and the remark at the end of 
1.2.1 imply that unique decomposability into indecomposables holds in ~'~,  too. 
Finally an object N in ~~ is indecomposable if and only if it corresponds to an 
indecomposable object in ~2r+1,3,~ for some r where r and r are as in 1.2.1. 
In the following we will describe the indecomposables in ~ '~ (without dimension 
restrictions). By translating the classification theorem in ~,,,,,,,r to ~~ we first 
observe that they also come in two different kinds, namely either as 'linear' or as 
'closed chains' of vector spaces which are connected alternately by P or a higher 
Bockstein fir. 
A chain consisting of a one-dimensional vector space g.x 0 or of two one- 
dimensional vector spaces L,q, ~w~( 2 connected by fir corresponds to V o U(S[p)) or 
Vo U(StUprd +1) where t= Ix0[ or t=min([xl[, [x2[) respectively. So we can Con- 
sider indecomposables in ~ '~ as linear or closed chains of V ° U-images of Moore 
spectra which are connected with each other by P. More precisely we can describe 
the indecomposables in ~ in the following way. 
Indecomposables o f the first kind: We consider a system 5 ° =(nx, q,  ml, ..., nk, rk, mk) 
of integers uch that 
(a) k_> 1, 
(b) ,m j -n j [= I~ or 1 
(c) [ nj - mj_ a l = 2p - 2 
(d) rj >_ 0 for all j ,  
(e) !)=0 *~ nj=mj. 
for 1 < j<k ,  
for j = 1, k, 
for 1 <j<_k, 
5 ° determines an object N(S¢) as follows: 
If one forgets the P-operation, then N(Sa) -=~=lk V o U(Mj) where Mj is the 
Moore spectrum Mj=StUprje t+l if !)>0 and Mj=S[p) if r j=0.  Here t= 
min(m:, ni). To describe P we observe that N(Sg) has a 7//p-summand for each 
n j, mj in degree n j, mj (except when nj = mj when there is only one summand). Call 
(n j) (m j) (nj) this summand B or B . Then P is the identity between B and B (mj- 1) and 
vanishes otherwise. 
Indecomposables o f the second kind: We consider a system 
,9 0 = (hi, rl, ml, ..., nk, rk, ink) 
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as above where we furthermore assume 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
[nj-mj[--1 fo ra l l j ,  
rj > 0 for all j, 
n l -mk=2p-  2, 
50 is not of the form ff',~ --. ~, i.e. 5° is not a power of a shorter system. 
We consider further an indecomposable automorphism ~0 of (~e=l Z/p. Then 
(5 °, q~) determines an object N(50, ~o) as follows: 
e _ e First take (~)ei=l N(50) and then change P on (~i-- 1Bt"') - (~i-- 1 7//p by mapping 
it to (~e__ 1B~mk)= (~e= 1Z/p via ~0. 
The objects N(50) and N(S o, ~0) exhaust all indecomposables. Objects of the first 
kind and of the second kind are never isomorphic. Finally N(50)=N(50'). 50= 50' 
or 50-1= 50, where 50-i is the system 50 read from the right to the left, and 
N(50, ~o) --~ N(50; q~') ~ 50 is a cyclic permutation of S¢' and ~o = aq~'a -1, a e GL.(Z/p), 
or 5 °-1 is a cyclic permutation of S o' and (0 -1 =a¢'a -1, aeGLn(7//p). 
Remark. A comparison with the simple list of indecomposables A 2 polyhedra in [6, 
p. 61] demonstrates the complexity of the algebra which is involved in our case. 
Note added in proof. Prof. Ringel has pointed out that matrix problems as in Sec- 
tion 1, Part II, have been treated in the Russian literature (e.g.L.A Nazarova and 
A.V. Roiter, A problem of I.M. Gelfand, Functional Anal. Appl. 7 (1973) 
299-3 1 1). 
Prof. H.J. Baues has informed me that M. Hennes has classified the objects in 
~pp)5  for p = 2 using the results of Part II of this paper. 
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